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Summary of Initiative
Using targeted skills development programs, Bechtel develops construction workers 
across required areas, with a focus on skilled craftsmen, high-performing teams and 
front-line transformational leaders. Through an analysis of capabilities and qualities 
that recognizes employee strengths and areas for improvement, Bechtel builds our 
pool of skilled talent on projects around the world.

The Need
Bechtel’s success on projects is directly attributable to the quality of construction 
employees we recruit, develop and retain. Therefore, we must prepare and empower 
front-line construction employees through skills training and a strong leadership 
culture that results in high safety, quality and productivity (SQP) performance. Doing so 
allows us to retain and grow skilled craft employees and supervisors, which ultimately 
lowers our recruitment requirements. 

The Solutions
Through evaluation and training, Bechtel develops a skilled workforce that capably 
tackles technically challenging and complex engineering and construction projects. The 
Capability Assessment Program evaluates entry-level craft employee skills and places 
the applicant in the proper position to ensure success. That worker then receives skills 
gap training to increase capability and promotion potential.

The intense four-week structured Construction Immersion program accelerates 
learning for our early-career construction professionals by emphasizing execution, 
work planning, and Bechtel’s culture and processes. 

The High-Performance Crews (HPC) program is aimed at fostering field leaders’ 
essential relationships with internal and external customers by applying vital leadership 
behaviors. HPC helps field leaders meet the expectations they are measured against on 
Bechtel projects and in the construction industry. The program utilizes an integrated 
learning approach.

The Bechtel Field Leadership Assessment develops front-line leaders through an 
analysis of core leadership qualities (Character, Communication, Competence, 
Connection, Covenants). Supervisors and employees together recognize strengths and 
identify skill development opportunities for roles of greater responsibility. 

Partnerships and Enabling Public Policies
Partnerships with community colleges are an additional source for skilled local 
entry-level craft. For example, a successful partnership has been formed with Alvin 
Community College in Alvin, TX. Bechtel has a source for quality employees, and 
the college builds a positive placement rate for its graduates. This partnership for 
workforce development efforts leads to additional funding for the college’s programs 
through Texas Workforce Commission grants to provide short-term training.  

Outcomes/Benefits
Retention rates from our skills programs with community colleges are approaching 
80 percent, and since January 2015, 24 pipefitters attending Alvin Community College 
alone have been placed on a major Bechtel project in Texas. Approximately 60 percent 
are military veterans transitioning to the civilian workforce. Students are rated on a 
five-point scale, and a high score, plus the National Center for Construction Education 
and Research certification, validates the graduate. Retention and promotion rates for 
these graduates are statistically higher than craft hires from the general public. 
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“Operating domestically and 
internationally requires Bechtel 
to ensure its employees have 
the skills necessary to operate 
in a technically challenging, 
globally competitive environment. 
Workforce training ensures our 
employees can compete and win.”
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